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A white couple whose black babysitter was followed by a white woman and questioned by police said they were in
disbelief about the incident. David Parker and Dana Mango of suburban Atlanta told.

Life and career â€” Bruce left the family, moving to California [10] and having two other children: In
Missouri, they lived in several places, including St. Joseph, Savannah , and Kansas City. When Polkinghorn
committed suicide in , Eminem stopped speaking for days and did not attend his funeral. When her son
became famous, Debbie was unimpressed by suggestions that she was a less-than-ideal mother, contending
that she sheltered him and was responsible for his success. In , Debbie allowed runaway Kimberly Ann "Kim"
Scott to stay at their home; several years later, Eminem began an on-and-off relationship with Scott. Although
he was interested in English , he never explored literature preferring comic books and disliked math and social
studies. When she left to play bingo, he would blast the stereo and write songs. After they disbanded he joined
Soul Intent , who released a single on their self-titled EP featuring Proof. The case was dismissed when the
victim did not appear in court. I had, like, forty dollars to get her something. The character allowed him to
express his anger with lyrics about drugs, rape, and murder. Iovine played the tape for record producer Dr. Dre
, founder of Aftermath Entertainment and founding member of hip-hop group N. Dre recalled, "In my entire
career in the music industry, I have never found anything from a demo tape or a CD. Although his associates
criticized him for hiring a white rapper, he was confident in his decision: I had never seen stars let alone Dr.
Baby One More Time for fastest-selling solo album. Although Eminem parodied shock rocker Marilyn
Manson in the music video for "My Name Is", they are reportedly on good terms; Manson is mentioned in
"The Way I Am", appeared in its music video and has performed a live remix of the song with Eminem.
Eminem, under fire for homophobic lyrics, shared the stage with a gay icon for a performance of "Stan" that
would have been memorable in any context. The Eminem Show was released in May It was another success,
reaching number one on the charts and selling over 1. Its sales were partially driven by the first single, " Just
Lose It ", which contained slurs about Michael Jackson. We want the pass back". So the irony of this situation
with Michael is not lost on me. The song criticized President George W. Bush as "This weapon of mass
destruction that we call our president", with lyrics including "Fuck Bush". When they break in, it is learned
that they are there to register to vote; the video ends with "VOTE Tuesday November 2". Rumors began early
in the year about a double album to be released late that year, entitled The Funeral; [63] the greatest hits album
, entitled Curtain Call: The Hits , was released in December. In July the Detroit Free Press reported a possible
final bow for Eminem as a solo performer, quoting members of his inner circle as saying that he would
embrace the roles of producer and label executive. The day of Curtain Call: Denying that he was retiring, he
suggested he would take a break as an artist: The Re-Up on Shady Records. In August he canceled the
European leg of the tour, later announcing that he had entered drug rehabilitation for treatment of a
"dependency on sleep medication". The Hits was released December 6, by Aftermath Entertainment. It feels
good right now, the energy of the label. I went through some personal things. We are up to our old
mischievous ways Relapse, the first, was released on May 19; its first single and music video, " We Made You
", had been released on April 7. It sold more than five million copies worldwide. He landed buttocks-first on
Eminem, who stormed out of the ceremony; three days later, Eminem said that the stunt had been staged. On
November 19, he announced on his website that Relapse: Refill would be released on December The album
was a re-release of Relapse with seven bonus tracks, including " Forever " and "Taking My Ball". Eminem
described the CD: I want to deliver more material for the fans this year like I originally planned Hopefully
these tracks on The Refill will tide the fans over until we put out Relapse 2 next year I got back in with Dre
and then a few more producers, including Just Blaze, and went in a completely different direction which made
me start from scratch. The new tracks started to sound very different than the tracks I originally intended to be
on Relapse 2, but I still want the other stuff to be heard. Although his followers thought he was not releasing
an album, he had changed its title to Recovery and confirmed this by tweeting "RECOVERY" with a link to
his website. I had originally planned for Relapse 2 to come out last year. But as I kept recording and working
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with new producers, the idea of a sequel to Relapse started to make less and less sense to me, and I wanted to
make a completely new album. The music on Recovery came out very different from Relapse, and I think it
deserves its own title. Recovery remained atop the Billboard chart for five consecutive weeks of a seven-week
total. B and Keyshia Cole. Later that year, he performed at the Activison E3 concert. The first two concerts
quickly sold out, prompting an additional show in each city. Unlike the original, Rihanna is the lead vocalist
and it is sung from the female perspective. Dre and Skylar Grey. The Sequel , was released on June 14, The
Sequel in a month period. The Marshall Mathers LP 2 Eminem announced on May 24, , that he was working
on his next album, [] scheduled for release the following year. Three more singles followed: Its standard
version had 16 tracks, and the deluxe version included a second disc with five additional tracks. The first
American artist with seven consecutive UK number-one albums, he is tied with The Beatles for second place
for the most consecutive chart-topping UK albums. The album debuted at number three on the Billboard chart,
with first-week sales of , copies in the United States. The Re-Up , and the greatest hits collection Curtain Call:
Eminem is the executive producer of the soundtrack on the sports drama Southpaw , with Shady Records. The
interview streamed online on the Beats 1 radio on [] July 1, Eminem appeared on the public access show Only
in Monroe, produced in Monroe, Michigan , and was interviewed by guest host Stephen Colbert for an episode
that aired July 1, The True Story of Infinite. In the song, Eminem calls the newly elected President Donald
Trump a "bitch", and also raps about raping conservative social and political commentator Ann Coulter , who
is a Trump supporter, with a variety of foreign objects.
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Of all the kids in his class, there was one little boy who stuck up for him and stood by his side. "Be the parent who raises
that one kid," Gouveia said. Get GMA delivered to your inbox every morning â€” Sign up for our daily newsletter.

Dick Brewer , c. The three men had wielded an economic and political hold over Lincoln County since the
early s, due in part to their ownership of a beef contract with nearby Fort Stanton and a well-patronized dry
goods store in Lincoln. Tunstall put Bonney in charge of nine prime horses and told him to relocate them to
his ranch for safekeeping. During the encounter, one member of the posse shot Tunstall in the chest, knocking
him off his horse. Baker and Morton were killed while trying to escape. Hindman , were killed. Battle of
Lincoln On the night of Sunday, July 14, McSween and the Regulatorsâ€”now a group of fifty or sixty
menâ€”went to Lincoln and stationed themselves in the town among several buildings. Another group led by
Marin Chavez and Doc Scurlock positioned themselves on the roof of a saloon. Peppin then sent a request for
assistance to Colonel Nathan Dudley , commandant of nearby Fort Stanton. In a reply to Peppin, Dudley
refused to intervene but later arrived in Lincoln with troops, turning the battle in favor of the Murphy-Dolan
faction. Bonney and the other men fled the building when all rooms but one were burning. Beckwith, who was
then shot and killed by Bonney. All four were indicted for the murder, despite conflicting evidence that
Bernstein had been killed by Constable Atanacio Martinez. Antrim, alias Kid, alias Bonny [sic]" but was
unable to execute them "owing to the disturbed condition of affairs in that county, resulting from the acts of a
desperate class of men". It specifically excluded persons who had been convicted of or indicted for a crime,
and therefore excluded Bonney. According to eyewitnesses, the pair were innocent bystanders forced at
gunpoint by Jesse Evans to witness the murder. On March 15, Governor Wallace replied, agreeing to a secret
meeting to discuss the situation. Bonney met with Wallace in Lincoln on March 17, During the meeting and
in subsequent correspondence, Wallace promised Bonney protection from his enemies and clemency if he
would offer his testimony to a grand jury. Bonney escaped from the Lincoln County jail on June 17, The
origin of the difficulty was not learned. He walked up to Grant, told him he admired his revolver, and asked to
examine it. Grant handed it over. Before returning the pistol, which Bonney noticed contained only three
cartridges, he positioned the cylinder so the next hammer fall would land on an empty chamber. When it failed
to fire, Bonney drew his own weapon and shot Grant in the head. A reporter for the Las Vegas Optic quoted
Bonney as saying the encounter "was a game of two and I got there first". Carlyle offered to exchange places
with Greathouse, and Bonney accepted the offer. Carlyle later attempted to escape by jumping through a
window but he was shot three times and killed. The shoot-out ended in a standoff; the posse withdrew and
Bonney, Rudabaugh, and Wilson rode away. Unknown to Bonney and his companions, a posse led by Pat
Garrett was waiting for them. When they arrived on December 26, they were met by crowds of curious
onlookers. The following day, an armed mob gathered at the train depot before the prisoners, who were
already on board the train with Garrett, departed for Santa Fe. Garrett refused to surrender the prisoner, and a
tense confrontation ensued until he agreed to let the sheriff and two other men accompany the party to Santa
Fe, where they would petition the governor to release Rudabaugh to them. On the evening of April 28, , while
Garrett was in White Oaks collecting taxes, Deputy Bob Olinger took five other prisoners across the street for
a meal, leaving James Bell, another deputy, alone with Bonney at the jail. Bonney asked to be taken outside to
use the outhouse behind the courthouse; on their return to the jail, Bonneyâ€”who was walking ahead of Bell
up the stairs to his cellâ€”hid around a blind corner, slipped out of his handcuffs, and beat Bell with the loose
end of the cuffs. Bonney waited at the upstairs window for Olinger to respond to the gunshot that killed Bell
and called out to him, "Look up, old boy, and see what you get". When Olinger looked up, Bonney shot and
killed him. The first bullet struck Bonney in the chest just above his heart, killing him. Ritch, the acting New
Mexico governor, refused to pay the reward. Most of these claims were easily disproven but two have
remained topics of discussion and debate. In , a central Texas man Ollie P. This was unsupported by his family
until , some time after his death. The image shows Bonney wearing a vest over a sweater, a slouch cowboy
hat, and a bandanna, while holding an Winchester rifle with its butt resting on the floor. For years, this was the
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only photograph scholars and historians agreed showed Bonney. This led historians to believe he was
left-handed, but they did not take into account that the ferrotype process produces reversed images. Horan and
Paul Sann wrote that Bonney was "right-handed and carried his pistol on his right hip". If authentic it is the
only known photo of Billy the Kid and the Regulators together and the only image to feature their wives and
female companions. McCubbin and outlaw historian John Boessenecker concluded in that the photograph does
not show Bonney. Kent Gibson, a forensic video and still image expert, offered the services of his facial
recognition software, and stated that Bonney is one of the individuals in the image. A photograph curator at
the Palace of the Governors archives, Daniel Kosharek, said the image is "problematic on a lot of fronts",
including the small size of the figures and the lack of resemblance of the background landscape to Lincoln
County or the state in general. As a result of his efforts, a stone memorial marked with the names of the three
men and their death dates beneath the word "Pals" was erected in the center of the burial area. New Mexico
Governor Bruce King arranged for the county sheriff to fly to California to return it to Fort Sumner, [] where it
was reinstalled in May Although both markers are behind iron fencing, a group of vandals entered the
enclosure at night in June and tipped the stone over. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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Chapter 3 : 'Golfcart Gail' calls cops on black dad at his kid's soccer game
Daddy does the water bottle coin prank to both Leland and Leanna one at a time. See what Leland does when he fulls
for this trick. See more videos of Kid Temper Tantrum blog.quintoapp.com

Frank had been infected with throat cancer as seen in, "The Tragedy". T and had gotten sick. Suicidal
Tendencies Even though Papa Franku likes to joke about killing yourself, he has had numerous attempts at
killing himself, like aiming a shotgun at his head. Filthiness Frank has done many disgusting and abnormal
things that normal human would vomit over. He is the inbodiment of everything bad and wrong. Abilities and
Powers Frank has many abilities. He has some music abilities, like playing the ukulele and singing. He can
also play the recorder with his nose like Salamander Man. He has some break-dance knowledge as well. Frank
has also displayed some skate riding abilities. He has good aiming and handgun skills. He has managed to kill
Pookie with a gun multiple times, the weakest weapon in the Omniverse. Frank has a strong sense of smell
that is used to detect entities and friends and track them between Realms. It is shown that he needs to focus to
use it. He has also become proficient at using STDs against his enemies; as shown during the fight in Jew
Central. During their first fight, he was able to fight on par with Chin Chin, who was forced to retreat to
another realm. Enema or Shit Needle: An ancient technique from Japan passed down for generations even
before humans inhabited it. The result keeps the victim shitting on the ground moaning in pain for at least a
couple of hours. The aftereffect of this technique leaves the victim to never be able to shit again. By giving a
bloodthirsty war-cry upon naming this technique, the power, speed and effectiveness of the Kancho is
increased. Frank throws Reality Check text boxes that brings back any autistic being to reality. It was first
seen used against Weeaboo Jones, defeating him. He learned this ability sometime between his banishment
and his return. Frank can expel lightning from his fingertips. When Frank returned from banishment to
confront Chin-Chin, he utilized a very long and cringeworthy intro that annoyed The Dark Lord and possibly
make him weaker. By summoning an amp, Frank plays Drake songs in order to depress his opponents and
have them thinking about their ex. In addition to firing a laser beam, Frank can also throw singular blue
energy balls. Frank can spray a blue liquid-like substance from his crotch area. The ability is seen again
against Evil Dade , although in a different form, firing single groupings instead of one steady flow. This led to
him talking like a 55 year-old rapist and changed his innocent teenage voice. Unconfirmed Rumors As shown
in Frankisode "What Not To Say In Class", Filthy Frank has the ability to make people see disturbing images
by giving a rather "unique" look, either in person or over a video; also, each image is shown with a purplish
filter-like tint. This has yet to be confirmed. In another video, Frank claimed that he "burned a kid in a
wheelchair Outfit Frank is usually seen wearing a light blue buttoned shirt with rolled sleeves, along with any
kinds of pants or footwear. He almost always wears glasses. Relationships Wh-Why do I hang out with you
guys? After the death of Dade, Frank came to resent and outright insult Chin-Chin, referring to him as a
"stupid poopy face". But, Chin-Chin remained indifferent to his plight, only caring about the sacrifices in
order to get more chromosomes.
Chapter 4 : White man loses job after calling police on black family at pool
Enter or paste email addresses from others in your church or organization (spouse, group members, pastors, etc.) in the
textbox below.

Chapter 5 : Arrest warrant issued for white man seen on video flashing gun at black college students - ABC
Over the past several weeks, a video from showing a child excitedly playing a kazoo became something of a legend.
The three-minute video, "You On Kazoo!" has been on the Internet for some.
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Within minutes of West leaving the White House, PragerU, the slick, right-wing, how-to site, tweeted a video saying it
was "rarely wise" to doubt the rap legend.

Chapter 7 : Billy the Kid - Wikipedia
Moments later the police arrived and began questioning him and the kids before calling their parents, David Parker and
Dana Mangoâ€”an entire altercation Lewis captured on Facebook Live.

Chapter 8 : Video News - CNN
Sign in to add this video to a playlist. Sign in. Share This feature is not available right now. Please try again later. I only
wish for Ellen Degeneres to see this amazing kid. Category.

Chapter 9 : 'Sobering' photos show what kids think about dying in a school shooting | GMA
Police have issued an arrest warrant for a white man who flashed a gun when he tried to stop a group of four black
college students from entering an apartment complex earlier this month.
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